Lancashire Cat Club Show
14th March 2015
Dr Peter Collin
Many thanks to Chris and Janet for the invitation and to Cathy Robinson for her
excellent handling and equally good company- look forward to November! I had a
lovely full book and some lovely exhibits- thank you.
Black Kitten
1st and BOB Fisher’s Xzibit Burnt Toast (BRI n) 14/7/14
Drop dead gorgeous! A lovely round head with very good breadth and depth and with
a broad short muzzle of good width just looking a little square due to age and with
good promising development to her cheeks. Very good width and rounding to the top
of her head and neat ears of correct shape set fairly well apart. Round fairly large eyes
are held well open and are orange in colour and she has a lovely British expression.
Super neat profile with well rounded forehead and short straight broad nose which
finishes in line with a fairly deep chin. Bite correct. Moderately large cobby body has
good development to her chest and rump and with short straight legs and a thick
medium length tail. Very nice coat with a short length and very good density and a
firm texture. She is a jet black colour which is sound and with just a few shadow bars
at present. A very promising friendly lady shown in excellent condition.
Cinnamon & Fawn Kitten Male
1st and BOB Collins’s Farodell Saor Alba (BRI o) M 20/7/14
Beautiful size, substance and head type. Lovely round head of excellent width and
depth and a short firm muzzle and full cheeks. Very good width and rounding to his
top of head and with neat ears of correct shape and which are set well apart. Fairly
large eyes are round except for a slightly flat top line and are a copper shade which
actually blends with his coat colour! In profile very good rounding to his brow and a
short straight and broad nose that finishes in line with a deep chin. Massive four
square body is of very impressive size, proportions and muscularity with short straight
and strong legs. Correct length and thickness to his tail which is correct shape except
for a pointed tip. His coat is a touch long but of excellent density and a crisp texture.
He is a warm cinnamon colour which is a little unsound but very forgivable in view of
his other excellent attributes. A most impressive exhibit he handled very well.
Blue Kitten Male
1st and BOB Beard-Smith’s Mewsos Chesney Hawkes (BRI a) M 2/7/14
A super chap with excellent British type and coat. He has a lovely round head with
excellent breadth and depth and a short broad muzzle and with very good cheek
development already. Very good width and rounding to the top of his head and neat
ears are set well. They are correc shape except for a slightly broad base. His eye are
large and round and held well open and are orange in colour and he has a lovely
British expression. His forehead is well rounded and he has a short straight and broad
nose which finishes in line with a deep chin. Correct bite. His body is moderately
large and cobby is shape with good breadth at his chest and rump and straight short
legs and round paws. His tail is an excellent shape and thickness and medium length.
His coat is fairly short and of excellent density and a crisp testure. He is a pale blue
which is sound with minimal silvering and he is clear coated except for some shadow
tail rings. He is a very promising chap who I look forward to meeting again I hope
and was of a calm nature and shown in very good condition.
2nd Makdissey’s Lilybeth Crush (BRI a) M 15/7/14
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Unfortunately this friendly boy has a number of problems with his type. He has more
of a short wedge shape to his head rather than a round appearance. He has fairly good
width at his cheeks and fairly good depth of head. His muzzle is long and has a
pointed appearance and he also lacks cheek development- this was exacerbated by
him developing jowls behind them. Round top of head is of fair width and he has
medium sized ears which are set a little high and have a broad base. Round eyes are
held well open and are a good size but are a very pale gold in colour. In profile his
forehead is rounded and he has a slightly long nose and a shallow chin which slips
back. Correct bite. He has a cobby body which is currently oblong in shape rather
than square. Straight fairly short legs. His tail is a little long but correct thickness. His
coat is a little long and lacks density and has a firm texture. He is a dark blue colour
which was sound and with minimal silvering and had some shadow barring. He was
friendly and in good condition.
Blue Kitten Female
1st Wright’s Bergors Ariella (BRI a) F 8/11/14
A very sweet girl of good British type. She has a round head with good breadth and
very good depth and a short broad and blunt muzzle that fits in well and with some
good promising fullness at her cheeks. Good rounding to the top of her head and fairly
neat ears are a little high set at present. Medium sized round eyes are held well open
and are copper in colour with a good British expression. In profile she has a well
rounded forehead and a short straight and broad nose which ends in line with a deep
chin. Correct bite. Cobby body with good proportions to her chest and rump and short
straight legs and round paws. Her tail is an excellent medium length and shape. Her
coat is slightly long but of good density and a firm texture. She is a pale blue which is
sound with some slight silvering. She handled well and was in good condition and is
again of promising type.
AOC Spotted Kitten
1st and BOB Chance’s Surreptitious Peppa (BRI g 24) F 15/8/14
A fairly round head with fairly good width and good depth with a muzzle that is broad
and a little square at present and with cheeks still to develop fullness. Good rounding
to the top of her head and medium sized ears with a broadish base and ear tufts
present which would ideally be set a little wider apart. Her eyes are large in size and
are round except for a flatter top line and are copper in colour. In profile her brow is
well rounded and needs a touch more nose break. Her nose is fairly short and straight
and broad and finishes in line with a medium depth chin. Correct bite. She is medium
in size but of good weight for size and is cobby if a little long in the back at present
and stands a little tall on her strong legs with rounded paws. Her tail is medium and
thick and of good shape. Her coat is moderately short and of fair texture density and
firm texture. She is a mixture of dark blue and paler cream. She has an m shape on her
forehead and several necklaces and facial tracings. She has leg bars and tail rings and
spots on her feet. She has good spotting on her body and tummy with some minor
linkage on her shoulders and flanks. She handled well and was in good condition.
AOC Silver Spotted Kitten Female
1st and BOB Mitchell’s Chubbemup Amazing Galaxy (BRI bs 24) F 9/9/14
A pretty girl with a round head of very good breadth and depth and with a broad short
muzzle of good width. Her cheeks are developing good fullness. Very good width to
the top of her head with fairly neat ears of correct shape except for a broader base and
which are set well. Her eyes are round and fairly large and held well open and are a
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deep gold in colour with a good British expression. In profile her forehead is well
rounded and her nose is short and straight and broad and finishes in line with a fairly
deep chin. Correct bite. Her body has nice conformation with a broad chest and rump
and strong straight legs. Correct length and shape to her tail. Her coat is fairly short
and of good density and firm texture. Her ground colour is pale silvery chocolate and
with pale milk chocolate markings. She has a very well nice well defined pattern with
an M on her forehead and facial tracings and necklaces and barring to her legs and tail
rings. Broken spine line and her spotting is very apparent on her body and tummy
with only minor linkage on her shoulders. She is a promising exhibit and was of a
friendly nature and shown in good condition.
AV Burmese Premier Female
1st and IGPC to Town’s IMP GR CH & GR PR Teapot Tanya (BUR n) FN
23/2/05
Lovely style and type to this mature lady. Short wide wedge with very good width
other cheekbones and tapering to a broad and blunt muzzle of very good width.
Slightly flat top of head of good width and medium sized ears are of correct shape and
set. Her eyes are of good size and correct shape with rounded bottom line and flatter
top line and are green chartreuse in colour with a very good Burmese expression. In
profile good depth of head and flat brow. Nose break is well defined and nose short an
straight and ends in line with a medium depth chin. Body is good medium size and
with good weight for size too. Her tail is medium in length and tapers to a rounded
end with a fused tip. Medium length coat is of good satin like texture for her age and
lies very well- puts paid to the idea that age leads necessarily to a plusher coat. Very
nice warm mid seal brown colour. She handled well as long as we paid her the respect
she deserves!
Blue Burmese Adult Female
BOB to Chapman-Beer’s IMP GR CH Catamarian Evita (BUR a) F 13/8/10
A stylish and mature lady at her prime and of very good Burmese type. She has a
lovely short balanced wedge and lovely expression. Very neat profile and superb coat
for length texture and a very pleasing pewter blue. She is a real sweety and always
handles well.
Lilac Burmese Adult Male
1st CC and BOB to Bradley’s Alba Regia Padlizan (BUR c) M 31/5/14
Super type and lovely colour of lilac. Balanced short wedge with excellent width at
his cheekbones and tapering to a short broad blunt muzzle. Developing jowls since we
last met. Excellent top of head with good rounding and very good width between his
ears. His ears are moderately large in size and have a broad base and need a touch
more rounding to the tips. Super eyes which are large and lustrous with a wellrounded bottom line and flatter top line angled towards his nose and are pale amber
with yellow chartreuse inner rim. Good depth of head and nose break not as well
defined as when seen a few weeks ago and short straight nose which finishes in line
with a chin of good depth. Correct bite. Medium in size and good weight for size.
Correct tail for shape and length. Medium length coat with lovely texture and which
lies well. He is a lovely pale lilac with warm pink tones. He handled very well and
was in very good condition. Very promising.
Lilac Burmese Adult Female
1st and CC McCormick’s Floreat Serenissima (BUR c) F 24/5/14
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A very pretty young female of very good type who I believe made champion today
and is well worthy of the title. She has a short wedge with good width at her
cheekbones and tapering to a short muzzle of good width. Very good rounding to the
top of her head and medium sized ears of correct shape and set wide apart. Slightly
heavy brow. Medium/large eyes of correct shape with well rounded bottom line and
flatter top line angled towards her nose. In profile good depth of head. Lovely neat
profile with rounded brow and well defined nose break and short straight nose which
ends in line with a medium depth chin. Correct bite. Compact in size she is a good
weight for size. Elegant legs and balanced tail of correct shape. Her coat is medium in
length and has a good texture and lies well. She is a little creamy toned lilac at present
which will I am sure change after the spring. She handled very well and is very
promising.
AOC Tortoiseshell Burmese Adult Female
1st CC and BOB to Bradley’s Alba Regia Penesz (BUR g) F 2/5/14
I really liked this young lady very much- very promising indeed. Lovely head with
correct short wedge with excellent width at her cheekbones and tapering to a short
blunt muzzle of good width. For me almost perfect proportions to the wedge. Very
good width and rounding to the top of her head and good space between well set
medium sized ears of correct shape. Her eyes are large in size and have a well
rounded bottom line. The top line is actually composed of two arcs which is not ideal
but still describes the flatter top line and is correctly angled towards her nose. They
are amber in colour. In profile very good depth of head. Rounded brow and defined
nose break. Short straight nose and in line medium depth chin. Correct bite.
Medium/compact body of good weight. Nice feel to her. Elegant legs and correct tail.
Her coat is a little longer than ideal on her back and generally of good texture but a
little coarser where it is longer- needs a change of coat! Very nice pale silvered blue
and pale cream. Clear coated and no white. She handled very well indeed.
Brown Burmese Neuter Female
1st PC and BOB to Bridge’s UK & OG IMP GR CH Sanlis Shameless (BUR n)
FN 12/11/10
Simply gorgeous is the first thing I wrote. Easily my BOV Burmese today. Lovely
short wedge with excellent width at her cheekbones and tapering to a lovely short
muzzle of very good width. Terrific balance to the wedge shape. Excellent rounding
to the top of her head and very good width between medium sized ears of correct
shape which are set to continue the outer line of her wedge. Largish eyes of very good
shape with flat top line and rounded bottom line and are green chartreuse in colour
and she has a super Burmese expression. In profile very good depth of head and with
rounded brow and defined nose break. Short almost straight nose ends in line with a
medium length chin. Correct bite. Medium sized and of good weight. Correct elegant
legs and shape to her tail which balances. Medium length coat lies well and is of a
good satin like texture. Super warm seal brown and is clear coated with no white. She
is quite simply beautiful!
Blue Burmese Neuter Male
BOB to Hall’s UK & IMP GR PR Sanlis Secret Samadhi (BUR a) MN 27/6/06
Handsome chap who I haven’t seen for some time. Balanced short wedge of good
width at his cheekbones and very broad blunt muzzle needing a touch more width at
his cheekbones to balance. Top of head is of good width and slightly flat. Largish ears
of correct shape are set well. Medium/large eyes of good shape and set and green
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chartreuse colour. In profile very good depth and a defined nose break and short
straight nose and in line medium depth chin. Medium size and good weight. Correct
tail and limbs. A clear coated darker phase blue with some silvering on the
extremities. He is a total gentleman and handled well.
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